The rear view of the hydrogen diffusion system shows the ammonia dissociator in the
background and the diffusion cell heating chamber at the right

cubic feet per hour, dissociates anhydrous
ammonia over an iron catalyst at 955°C. The
resulting gas, 75 per cent hydrogen and 25
per cent nitrogen (with traces of residual
ammonia and water vapour) is raised from 10
to 250 psig by a heavy-duty reciprocating
compressor, the pressure providing the driving force for diffusion. Eight Matthey Bishop
Model B-71 diffusion cells are employed, each
cell comprising a bundle of thin-walled small
diameter silver-palladium alloy tubes manifolded together into a header and assembled
into an outer envelope. This construction
provides a thin membrane for diffusion, with
high surface area in small volume and with
high mechanical strength.
Within the cells the impure hydrogen at the
moderate temperature of 370% and at the
increased pressure of 250 psig passes over the
surface of the silver-palladium alloy. Only
hydrogen can diffuse through the alloy, and a
minimum of go per cent of the hydrogen
present in the dissociated ammonia is recovered in the ultra-pure form. The remaining 10per cent plus the impurities-nitrogen,
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water vapour and ammonia-are withdrawn
continuously as a waste or bleed gas stream
and vented to the atmosphere. In some cases
this waste gas stream may be processed
further and used.
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Photochemistry of Platinum
Metal Compounds
The photoresponsive behaviour of co-ordination compounds and the nature of the excited
states involved have given rise to a considerable volume of literature during the last few
years. Much of this has been concerned with
compounds of cobalt, chromium and other
transition metals, but among these interesting
results have been reported on certain complexes of platinum, palladium, iridium and
rhodium. A comprehensive review by A. W.
Adamson and his co-workers at the University of Southern California (Chem. Rev.,
1968, 68, 541)~
provides a valuable collection
of data in this field.
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